A highly efficient method is proposed to train and validate knowledge-based planning for use on radiation therapy clinical trials. Using plans from 86 patients who underwent planning according to a multi-institutional cervical cancer trial, we used Purpose: To demonstrate an efficient method for training and validation of a knowledge-based planning (KBP) system as a radiation therapy clinical trial plan quality-control system. Methods and Materials: We analyzed 86 patients with stage IB through IVA cervical cancer treated with intensity modulated radiation therapy at 2 institutions according to the standards of the INTERTECC (International Evaluation of Radiotherapy Technology Effectiveness in Cervical Cancer, National Clinical Trials Network identifier: 01554397) protocol. The protocol used a planning target volume and 2 primary organs at risk: pelvic bone marrow (PBM) and bowel. Secondary organs at risk were rectum and bladder. Initial unfiltered dose-volume histogram (DVH) estimation models were trained using all 86 plans. Refined training sets were created by removing sub-optimal plans from the unfiltered sample, and DVH estimation models. and DVH estimation models were constructed by identifying 30 of 86 plans emphasizing PBM sparing (comparing protocol-specified dosimetric cutpoints V 10 (percentage volume of PBM receiving at least 10 Gy dose) and V 20 (percentage volume of PBM receiving at least 20 Gy dose) with unfiltered predictions) and another 30 of 86 plans emphasizing bowel sparing (comparing V 40 (absolute volume of bowel receiving at least 40 Gy dose) and V 45 (absolute volume of bowel receiving at least 45 Gy dose), 9 in common with the PBM set). To obtain deliverable KBP plans, refined models must inform patient-specific optimization objectives and/or priorities (an auto-planning "routine"). Four candidate routines emphasizing different tradeoffs were composed, and a script was developed to automatically re-plan multiple patients with each routine. After selection of the routine that best met protocol objectives in the 51-patient training sample (KBP FINAL ), protocol-specific DVH metrics and normal tissue complication probability were compared for original versus KBP FINAL plans across the 35-patient validation set. Paired t tests were used to test differences between planning sets. Results: KBP FINAL plans outperformed manual planning across the validation set in all protocol-specific DVH cutpoints. The mean normal tissue complication probability for gastrointestinal toxicity was lower for KBP FINAL versus validation-set plans (48.7% vs 53.8%, P<.001). Similarly, the estimated mean white blood cell count nadir was higher (2.77 vs 2.49 k/mL, P<.001) with KBP FINAL plans, indicating lowered probability of hematologic toxicity. Conclusions: This work demonstrates that a KBP system can be efficiently trained and refined for use in radiation therapy clinical trials with minimal effort. This patientspecific plan quality control resulted in improvements on protocol-specific dosimetric endpoints. Ó
protocol-specific dosimetric cutpoints to refine dosevolume histogram estimation models and implemented a program that automatically re-plans several candidate auto-planning routines across multiple patients. After identification of the knowledge-based planning routine that best exemplified trial dosimetric aims, improved normal tissue sparing was observed across the sample.
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Introduction
Variations in treatment plan quality and the lack of systematic quality control (QC) are significant problems with current treatment planning techniques (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . These issues compromise the gains that can be realized with advanced technologies and can complicate inter-institution collaboration and multi-institutional clinical trials (6) . There is even recently published evidence that treatment at centers with higher clinical trial accrual volume was associated with longer overall survival in patients with locally advanced nonesmall cell lung cancer (7) . Multiple studies have shown that knowledge-based planning (KBP) can improve both the consistency of treatment plan quality and planning efficiency (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . A common theme in KBP methods is the incorporation of prior treatment plan experience into the treatment planning of future patients. Recent work has focused on developing models trained from previous patients to predict achievable dose-volume histograms (DVHs) for individual patients based on their unique anatomy (3, (14) (15) (16) (17) .
Although KBP is a promising method to improve quality and efficiency in clinical practice, its implementation as a multi-institutional clinical trial QC system has not been established. A recent retrospective study used KBP in a large-scale multi-institutional clinical trial (Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 0126) to assess the frequency and clinical severity of suboptimal treatment plans (6) . The results indicated that patient-specific plan QC tools, for example, KBP-driven DVH estimation, should be part of the quality apparatus of multi-institutional radiation therapy trials, particularly if a trial has specified endpoints that hinge on normal tissue sparing.
Recently, commercial KBP software (RapidPlan; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) has become clinically available. RapidPlan allows clinicians to optimize new plans using model-based DVH estimations and optimization objectives and/or priorities derived from these estimations. The patient-specific DVH estimations result from mathematical models that correlate patient anatomic geometry to resultant DVHs, fed by previous patient plans that train individual organ-at-risk (OAR) estimation models. However, all knowledge-based systems require proper training and extensive validation for the multivariable plan quality problem posed by multiple OARs and planning target volumes (PTVs) (18) . This process can be tremendously timeconsuming, particularly the validation testing whereby the KBP system must be applied to and analyzed across a large plurality of patients. Any changes to the DVH estimation models or the optimization system compel another round of re-planning across the validation set, meaning the upfront costs can be a substantial barrier to implementation of KBP systems in resource-constrained environments.
In an attempt to lower the effort level required to develop and implement a KBP-driven QC system for clinical trials, we developed a highly efficient method to train, refine, and automatically validate a KBP system in a cohort of patients for implementation in trials with a radiation therapy component. The aim is to demonstrate a streamlined process that could work in any radiation therapy trial irrespective of specific dosimetric constraints. The claim of this method as "highly efficient" follows not just from the inherent efficiency of an auto-planning system but in the process by which the parameter space of possible KBP-driven autoplanning routines is explored with a scripted program that can generate several hundred re-plans across many patients "at the click of a button," that is, with no manual effort.
We focused on the phase 2 clinical trial INTERTECC (International Evaluation of Radiotherapy Technology Effectiveness in Cervical Cancer, National Clinical Trials Network identifier: 01554397) as a test bed for this method; this was an international multi-institutional trial of bone marrowesparing intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) with a primary endpoint of reducing hematologic and gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity. Because the trial's main hypothesis hinged on normal tissue sparing in IMRT, this is an ideal test bed for a KBP system in clinical trial QC. A system validated on this phase 2 component would be ideal for implementation as a quality system on the critical phase 3.
Methods and Materials

Patient sample
We selected 86 patients with stage IB through IVA cervical cancer treated with fixed-field IMRT according to INTERTECC guidelines: 63 patients from University of California San Diego and 23 from University Hospital Hradec Králové. Of the patients, 26 were participants in the clinical trial and 60 were treated off trial (eg, because of refusal) or treated in a competing clinical trial using the same treatment planning approach. All patients received 45.0 to 50.4 Gy in 1.8-Gy daily fractions over a period of 5 to 5.5 weeks with concurrent chemotherapy. Seventy-three patients were treated with pelvic IMRT fields only, and 13 patients were treated with extended (pelvic or para-aortic) IMRT fields. The clinical target volume was defined as the gross tumor plus areas containing potential microscopic disease, including the cervix and uterus (if present), the superior third of the vagina (or half of the vagina, if clinically involved), the parametria, and the regional lymph nodes. Planning margins were 15 mm around the cervix and uterus and 10 mm around the vagina and parametria, with a 5-to 7-mm margin around nodal regions. Critical normal tissues for IMRT optimization consisted of bowel, bladder, rectum, and pelvic bone marrow (PBM). Only bowel and PBM were used as primary avoidance structures.
Terminology: Models and routines
We have used the term model to refer to the set of DVH estimation models that can predict achievable OAR DVHs for an individual patient and the term routine to refer to the use of these DVH estimation models to generate a set of patient-specific DVH-based inverse optimization objectives and priorities. This distinction is critical because the DVH estimates from a model are not the same as the DVHs from a plan created with a routine. As an example of this distinction, a single model can be used in multiple routines that convert the same model-predicted DVHs to distinct inverse planning objective sets that emphasize differing clinical priorities in the plan optimization stage.
Model building, training, and refinement
To create the RapidPlan DVH estimation models, we included one PTV and 4 OARs: PBM, bowel, rectum, and bladder. The entire library of 86 plans was included in the initial training set. The DVH estimation modeling engine processes each patient dataset, correlating the underlying OAR geometry to the DVH information (19) . Application of the RapidPlan modeling routine to all 86 plans resulted in an initial unfiltered model.
Because the results that the model produces are roughly dependent on the mean quality of the training plans (18) , it is critical to identify high-quality plans for a refined training set, i.e. a sample with suspected sub-optimal plan eliminated, for each OAR (3, 17) . We decided to select the top 30 plans (approximately one-third of the entire sample) with an apparent emphasis on PBM or bowel sparing to generate refined training sets for these models, because these are the principal OARs for the protocol. To identify these highquality plans, original plan DVHs were compared with the unfiltered model DVH estimations based on protocolspecified DVH metrics for each structure. More specifically, 30 original plans were identified for PBM optimization by comparing original DVHs for V 10 (percentage volume of PBM receiving at least 10 Gy dose) and V 20 (percentage volume of PBM receiving at least 20 Gy dose) with the unfiltered model DVH estimations. Another 30 plans were selected in the same manner for bowel optimization by comparing V 40 (percentage volume of bowel receiving at least 40 Gy dose) and V 45 (percentage volume of bowel receiving at least 45 Gy dose), 9 of which were found to be in common with the PBM sample. As PBM and bowel were the 2 primary OARs, we used the 51-patient samples selected for these 2 structures based on their protocol-specified DVH metrics as our training set for our entire study. The remaining 35-patient samples were used as the validation set (Fig. 1) .
One concern with this approach is that, by treating the OAR DVH modeling separately in the selection of training plans, we might be predicting impossible-to-achieve DVH estimations when combining these model predictions if, as is likely, there is a tradeoff in the sparing of one OAR against the other. However, by using the plans that spare an individual OAR while still meeting protocol acceptance criteria, it is possible to obtain the frontier estimates for both PBM and bowel sparing and then use the optimization routines to properly balance these multi-criterion objectives against each other and achieve acceptable plans (as discussed in the next subsection).
For rectum and bladder, a rough refinement was carried out using the model evaluation tools established in RapidPlan (20) , that is, only obvious outliers with clinical DVHs far in excess of their estimated DVHs were removed. In the end, 52 plans and 63 plans were included in the training sets for rectum and bladder, respectively. As a result, a refined RapidPlan model that included DVH estimations for all structures was trained by the filtered training set for each OAR.
Model to routines
To truly validate the KBP quality system, the DVH estimation model must be converted into auto-planning routines that generate deliverable treatment plans. The final plans will necessarily have to balance multiple OAR and/or PTV criteria, and it is not at all obvious what the right blend of OAR objectives and priorities is. Four routines with different clinical emphases were created: balanced routine, PTV routine, PBM routine, and bowel routine. Table 1 lists the optimization objectives and priorities that we were using for each routine.
Automated routine analysis and validation
Patient-by-patient re-planning is extremely time-consuming, especially when there is more than one variant at play. For this work, we seek to quantify the performance of the 4 different automated planning routines across the 51-patient training set in a systematic way and validate the best routine using the remaining 35 samples. In total, this represents 239 treatment plans (51 Â 4 þ 35 Z 239) that need to be generated, a tremendously tedious re-planning task even
with RapidPlan. To systematically analyze and validate the proposed planning routines with the minimum of manual effort, we developed a program using the Eclipse Scripting Application Programming Interface (ESAPI; Varian Medical Systems) to re-plan a large plurality of patients, automatically generating all desired N Â M permutations for N patients with M routines with no human intervention. For each patient, the plan generation process includes beam configuration (using information from original plan), plan optimization with the specific planning routine, dose calculation, and plan normalization. To make equivalent comparisons across the routines, automated KBP plans were generated using the same modality, prescription dose, and beam setup as in the original plan. Following the protocol coverage requirement, all plans were normalized to cover 95% of PTV with 100% of the prescribed dose before plan comparison.
After generating the 204 re-plans (51 Â 4 Z 204), the ESAPI-driven system exported the resultant plan data one by one for each of the training-set patients for aggregate analysis. Following the INTERTECC protocol, PBM V 10 , PBM V 20 , bowel V 40 , and bowel V 45 were used as criteria for DVH comparison. The performance of each routine on these DVH metrics, as well as review of the aggregate statistics with the protocol's principal investigator, identified the routine that best exemplified the clinical goals of the protocol (KBP FINAL ).
The validation-set evaluation was also accomplished by comparing PTV and OAR DVHs between resultant KBP FINAL and original plans. In addition to the protocol DVH cutpoints, we used validated normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models (21, 22) that map bowel and PBM DVHs to the probability of developing grade 2 or greater GI toxicity and hematologic toxicity, respectively. The NTCP estimations come with substantial uncertainties but were meant to provide a representation of the percentage-wise gains between manual and KBP planning rather than precise probability estimations. Paired, 2-sided Student t tests were used to identify significant (P .05) differences in DVH metrics and NTCP. Figure 1 is a flow diagram that describes the entire study.
Results
Comparison of auto-planning routines
To determine the best routine of the 4 expressions of the refined DVH estimation models, the ESAPI-driven system applied the 4 routines to the 51 training patients and the resultant plans were compared with the original protocol plans. With identical PTV normalization, we focused on the 4 key OAR DVH metrics for the protocol (PBM V 10 , PBM V 20 , bowel V 40 , bowel V 45 ). The percentage of KBP plans for which the DVH metric was better than or equal to the original plans in each routine was as follows: balanced routine (49%, 51%, 47%, 76%), PTV routine (45%, 49%, 29%, 67%), PBM routine (51%, 59%, 49%, 78%), and bowel routine (53%, 53%, 61%, 88% 
KBP quality comparison
We compared the average DVH and average DVH difference between original and KBP FINAL plans for 35 validation samples (Fig. 2) Then, the protocol-specified DVH metrics were also used to perform the comparison. Each pair of KBP FINAL and original plans was plotted to show how the plan quality changes for each patient in the training set and validation set (Fig. 3) . As indicated, the quality of most KBP FINAL plans was comparable to or better than the original plans in terms of DVH metrics for PBM and bowel for validation patients (Table 2) . Using the NTCP model for GI toxicity (21), we observed that the mean NTCP for GI toxicity (based on bowel V 45 ) was lower for KBP FINAL compared with original plans across the validation set (48.7% vs 53.8%, P<.001). Similarly, with the NTCP model for hematologic toxicity Figure 4 shows the frequency histograms of the difference in NTCP and estimated white blood cell count nadir between original and KBP FINAL plans across the training set (gray) and validation set (white). We can conclude that overall plan quality could be improved with a KBP-driven QC system, with significant clinical gains for individual plans that are significant outliers (eg, 3 plans observed with >15% excess risk of GI toxicity).
Discussion
This study demonstrated an efficient method to refine the model training library, explore the space of possible routines, and validate the routines with auto-scripting, which are important steps before KBP can be implemented as a QC tool for clinical trials. Several publications have reported the feasibility of using RapidPlan to improve OAR sparing (23) (24) (25) , and Tol et al (26) showed the potential of using a RapidPlan DVH estimation model directly as a plan QC tool for head and neck cases. However, these studies built models directly on arbitrary training plans with no special selection criteria, which could influence the performance of the RapidPlan DVH estimation models (3, 17) . Moreover, none of these works have systematically investigated the influence of using a different mix of optimization objectives and priorities for multiple OARs and PTVs.
The ESAPI-driven system described in this work provides a way to explore and validate different routines automatically and efficiently before implementing them eithr in normal clinical operations or in multi-institutional clinical trials. This proposed QC system is currently being implemented in 2 multicenter randomized trials for patients with locoregionally advanced cervical cancer. The first is the phase 3 component of INTERTECC which sets positron emission tomography image guided bone marrowesparing IMRT against nonebone marrowesparing radiation techniques. The second is NRG-GY006 (National Clinical Trials Fig. 4 . Frequency histograms of difference in estimated white blood cell count (WBC, measured in k/mL) nadir (a) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) (b) between original and KBP FINAL plans across training set (gray) and validation set (white). Abbreviations: GI Z gastrointestinal; PBM Z pelvic bone marrow; KBP FINAL Z final KBP plan generated using the best routine; V n Z percentage or absolute volume receiving at least n Gy dose.
Network identifier 02466971), a phase 2 randomized trial of concurrent chemoradiation therapy with or without triapine (3-aminopyridine-2-carboxaldehyde thiosemicarbazone, NSC #663249) As using IMRT to limit radiation dose to OARs and reduce toxicity is a key objective in both trials, these will serve as excellent test beds for prospective evaluation of KBP as a QC system.
To demonstrate what the KBP feedback might look like in practice, we have included an example pretreatment KBP-driven quality report in Appendix E1 (available online at www.redjournal.org). After the participating centers submitted their plans, a patient-specific reference plan was automatically generated for each of the patients using the KBP FINAL routine presented in this article. (This entire process requires only minutes to complete, perfect for the rapid turnaround required in pretreatment quality review.) Subsequently, the submitted plan and the KBP FINAL plan are directly evaluated against each other and against the protocol criteria. Using this kind of report, which is generated automatically by running another ESAPI standalone script, study coordinators and participating centers can be assured that the plan submissions are benchmarked not only against the population-based dosimetric objectives of the protocol but against knowledge-based, patient-specific standards as well.
A limitation of our study was that our training models used only fixed-field IMRT plans rather than volumetric modulated arc therapy plans, which may have narrowed the generality of the KBP model. Work is ongoing to build robust volumetric modulated arc therapyebased models with active bone marrow sparing in larger samples, for applications in both the clinic and clinical trials. While our initial studies have shown that using the refined DVH predictions for bone marrow and bowel from this work has some predictive power for active bone marrow sparing and simultaneous integrated boost cases, further investigation is required to demonstrate this conclusively.
One further limitation is that the sample was necessarily geometrically heterogeneous from the wide stage range of the trial inclusion criteria, notably the 13 patients treated with extended fields. While we did not observe any noticeably aberrant behavior of the models and routines in this subsample, the relatively small statistical number of extended-field patients was not sufficient to ascertain whether the wide anatomic span across the clinical sample had important geometric and/or dosimetric differences that might manifest themselves on expansion to a larger patient sample. Addressing this statistical limitation will likely be possible on application of these techniques in INTERTECC phase 3 and NRG-GY006 trials.
In conclusion, we developed a highly efficient method to train, refine, and validate a KBP automated planning system. Model refinement was accomplished according to clinical trial dosimetric objectives, and the best of several auto-planning routines was automatically identified using a program that automatically re-planned multiple prior patients without human intervention. The final KBP routine showed improved normal tissue sparing across both training and validation samples and will be incorporated as an automated QC system in future cervical cancer clinical trials.
